ABSTRACT -Two novel network configurations employing cross links to allow diversity combining of signals received via different base stations are proposed to provide seamless service for CDMA soft handoffs between cell-clusters controlled by different mobile switching centres. One of these configurations has the desirable property of avoiding handoff oscillations for mobile terminals moving back and forth across a cluster boundary. The dimensions of the cross links are calculated to minimize the blocking probability of handoffs between cell-clusters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Code division multiple access (CDMA) is an emerging air interface standard for digital cellular systems (e.g., the TIA IS-95 standard) and future personal communication networks (PCN) . One of the many distinct features of CDMA [l- 31 is the support of soft handoffs between adjacent cells for mobile terminals (MTs) crossing cell boundaries. Soft handoffs allow MTs in the boundary or handoff regions to communicate with the old and new base stations (BSs) simultaneously, enabling coherent diversity combining of signals using RAKE receivers to minimize signal degradations and disruptions. Because of the "make before break" switching function of the radio links, a soft handoff is inherently seamless, and avoids the undesirable "ping-pong" phenomenon in conventional hard handoffs.
In PCNs employing microcells, soft handoffs between two microcells within a cluster of microcells connected to the same mobile switching centre (MSC) is readily achieved by diversity combining the uplink signals from the two adjacent BSs at the common MSC and coherently combining the corresponding downlink signals at the MT [4] [5] [6] . This handoff process is managed entirely by the common MSC without the involvement of the backbone intelligent network (IN), and does not require the setting up and switching of network connections.
As PCNs become ubiquitous, it is necessary to extend the same handoff service between microcell clusters connected to different MSCs. Solutions for seamless handoffs of ATMDISDN network connections between different MSCs have been recently proposed [7] . This paper, however, considers seamless handoff over the air interface between microcell-clusters connected to different MSCs. Section I1 presents two novel network configurations which employ cross links to support CDMA soft handoffs between microcells in different clusters. Section I11 calculates the capacity required for the direct and cross links. Finally, Section IV draws some conclusions. 0-7803-3300-4/96$5.000 1996
NETWORK CONFIGURATIONS
Two novel network configurations are proposed below to support CDMA soft handoffs between clusters of microcells connected to different MSCs. Basically, these configurations employ cross links between the BSs of boundary cells in a cluster and MSCs serving the adjacent cell-clusten to enable soft handoffs between cell-clusters.
A. ConBgurution Z In configuration I, each pair of microcells at the edge of two adjacent cell-clusters are cross-linked with the MSCs serving the opposing cell-clusters, This is illustrated in Figure 1 , where adjacent microcells 1 and 2 are at the boundary of two neighboring cell-clusters, direct links LA^ and LBZ connect MSCs A and B to microcells 1 and 2, respectively, and cross links LA^ and L B~ interconnect microcells 2 and 1 to MSCs A and B, respectively. Addition of the cross links enables soft handoffs between the two microcells by allowing diversity combining of received signals at the MSCs and MTs during the handoff process. The soft handoff operation between microcells 1 and 2 is described below.
Consider a MT moving from microcell 1 to 2. When the MT enters the handoff region, a CDMA channel is assigned in microcell 2 to enable the MT to communicate simultaneously with both BSs 1 and 2. Initially, the MT's call is routed through MSC A and its connections to BSs 1 and 2 via direct link LA^ and cross link LAZ, respectively, and diversity combining occurs at MSC A for the uplink and at the MT for the downlink. At In the above handoff operation, as long as the MT which has moved from the microcell 1 to 2 stays in the microcell 2, communications will not be disrupted regardless of the delays in completing the new handoff connection to MSC B over the network. It is therefore expected that the W is quite capable of handling the network portion of the handoff between MSC A and MSC B. In fact, by delaying the completion of the handoff from MSC A to B, possible oscillations between the handoff connections due to the MT moving back and forth across the boundary of the cell-clusters can be reduced, since the same handoff region is shared by MTs moving from microcell 1 to 2 and vice versa. However, delays in the handoff completion incur penalties in lowering the traffic capacity of each microcell and increasing the capacity required in the cross links. Due to these trade-offs, some oscillations are unavoidable and these oscillations may increase the signalling traffic in the network. However, using the configuration I1 presented in the next section, these oscillations can be avoided completely.
B. Con$gurution ZZ
To overcome the problems of oscillations, the MT should have moved some distance into the new cellcluster as suggested in [8] before the soft handoff is carried out. Configuration I1 illustrated by Figure 2 accomplishes this objective. In addition to the microcells at the boundary of the cell-clusters being cross-linked to the MSCs serving the neighboring cell-clusters as in the configuration I, the next layer of microcells in the cluster adjacent to the boundary cells are likewise cross-linked to the opposing MSCs. In Figure 2 , MTs moving from cell-cluster A to B and those moving from cellcluster B to A have different inter-cluster handoff regions. A MT belonging to cell-cluster A, upon moving into cell-cluster B, delayb handing off from MSC A to B until it reaches the handoff region between microcells 5 and 6, after which it is considered to belong to cell-cluster B. Once the MT belongs to cell-cluster B, even if it moves from microcell 5 back to microcell 4 in cell-cluster A, the handoff is still handled completely by MSC B in the normal manner, and handoff between MS A is deferred until the MT crosses the handoff region between microcells 4 and 3. The use of two separate handoff regions completely eliminate the problem of oscillations. Note that MTs originating calls in microcells 4 and 5 are considered to belong to cell-clusters A and B, respectively. The operation of the seamless soft handoff between different MSCs when a MT belonging to one cell-cluster enters the handoff region of the opposite cellcluster is as specified previously for configuration I.
By increasing the complexity of the interconnection network, configuration I1 overcomes the problems of oscillating handoffs between the cell-clusters. This concept can be extended to include additional layers of cells to be cross-linked between the cell-clusters. Effectively, this configuration expands the size of the cell-clusters and allows them to overlap, and the delay in executing the more complex handoff procedures between the MSCs after an MT crosses the cell-cluster boundary is determined by the time for the MT to go through the overlapped microcells. If this delay can be made long enough relative to the durations of most calls by cross-linking additional layers of microcells, the needs for handoffs between different MSCs can be significantly reduced. Figure 3 shows simulation results giving the fraction of MSC handoffs avoided among for two different degrees of overlapp Microcell a at the boundary of its to different layers of microcells in the neighboring cell-cluster, which represent the overlapped regions of the cell-clusters and are cross-linked to the MSC serving microcell a's cell-cluster. When a MT crosses the boundary of the cell-clusters from microcell a, handoff between MSCs is avoided until the MT moves outside these overlapped cell layers. Movements of the MTs in the simulations follow the mobility model in Section IIIA with p = 0.25. For R = 500 m, about 80% of the potential MSC handoffs can be avoided by using one overlapped cell layer. 
III. DIMENSIONING BS-MSC LINKS
We assume that a maximum of 62 uplink and downlink alffic channels is available in each cell, based on Qualcomm's original CDMA specifications. Before dimensioning the BS-MSC links, the traffic and mobility pattern in the microcells needs to be determined. Whereas traffic statistics and mobility models for macrocells have been widely discussed in the literature [9, 101, mobi;ity modeling for microcells has received less attention. The following mobility model is developed to facilitate dimensioning of the BS-MSC links in network configurations I and 11.
A. Mobility Model Consider a hexagonal microcell with radius R having a BS located at its centre. Assume the MTs are uniformly distributed over a circular region with radius 3R around the BS. The original location of a MT is represented by its distance r and angle 8 from the BS. The mobility pattern of the MTs is as follows. The movements of the MTs consist of moving and stopping intervals, consistent with traffic in a city centre where the microcell is likely located. Let p be the probability that a MT enters a stopping interval. Thus with probability 1-p the MT enters a moving interval after a stopping or moving interval. Let random variables T, and T, be the duration of each moving and stopping interval, respectively, uniformly distributed Simulation results in Figure 4 show that mean channel holding time increases with cell size and road traffic. Figure 5 shows that the fraction of handoff calls in the microcell decreases with increasing cell size and road traffic. The simulation results show that the channel holding time probability density function is approximately negative exponential, with the approximation getting closer for larger cells. The results for R = 500 m and p = 0.25 (moderate traffic) are chosen for dimensioning the BS-MSC links in network configurations I and I1 below. 
where p = A/fi is the Erlang load, and m is the number of channels in the corresponding link. Let p B ( L A 2 ) and P B ( L B 2 ) be the blocking probability of cross link LA2 and direct link LB2 , respectively. The blocking probability P B h l of handoffs between the two cell-clusten is given by the following equation, 
Y
Subject to the constraint that the total number of channels in LA2 and LB2 equals 62, Figure 6 shows that cell-cluster handoff blocking probability P B h l can be minimized with respect to the dimension of LA2 or LB2. For A, = 2000/hr/cell, Figure 6 shows that 54 channels should be assigned to direct link LB2 and the remaining 8 channels should be assigned to cross link LA2 in order to minimize P B h l . Table I shows the traffic parameters of configuration I and the channel dimensions minimizing P B h l . The corresponding blocking probability PB of each link is shown in Figure 7 . C. Link Capacity for C o n~g~r a~o~ II As shown in Figure 2 , appropriate number of channels needs to be assigned to connection links L u for k = 3, 4, 5 and 6. By symmetry, links LBI; require the same capacity as links LA(9-k) for k = 3, 4, 5 and 6. The number of channels required for links LA3, LA5 and LA6 are stiU governed by equation (7) . Link LA4 is utilized by new traffic with rate A, originating from microcell 4, traflic with rate ( 1 -C Y ) A h handing off from surrounding microcells, as well as traffic with rate ( I : h handing off from microcell 4 to 3. As two types of tmffic are involved, a two dimensional Markov chain [12] is needed to model this situation. The blocking probability PB when all channels in link E A 4 are utilized is given by: 
where pi is the Erlang load for traffic type i = 1, 2, and m is the number of channels available in link LA4. Let PB(LAk) be the blocking probability of link LA^ for k = 3, 4, 5 and 6. The probability PBhZ that at least one of the links LAk is blocked is given by:
Subject to the constraint that the total number of channels in LA^ and L B~ equals 62, all the combinations of channel dimensions of
LAk have been investigated to obtain the minimum value of PBh2 for k = 3, 4, 5 and 6. There should be 56 channels assigned to the link LA3, 51 channels assigned to the link LA4, 11 channels assigned to the link LAS and 6 channels assigned to the link LA6 to obtain the minimum value of PBh2 for A, = 2000/hr/cell. Table I1 shows the traffic parameters of the configuration I1 and the channel dimensions minimizing PBh2. Figure 8 shows the blocking probability PE of the connecting links.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
Two novel network configurations employing cross links between BSs and MSCs in adjacent cell-clusters have been developed to provide seamless service for CDMA soft handoffs between cell-clusters. With a slight increase in complexity, configuration I1 eliminates handoff oscillations between the two clusters when a MT moves back and forth across the cluster boundary. The optimum number of channels for each connection link has been determined for these new configurations to minimize handoff blocking probabilities.
